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Robotics for Chemistry

- Self-driving labs can accelerate molecular discovery
- Translating experiments from natural language to
low level robotics language is nontrivial
- Large language models (LLMs) are able to
generate structured outputs like code
- Can we use LLMs for planning chemistry
experiments?

LLM
Chemistry experiment ???Repeat this 2 times:
Add 15 g acetic acid
to beaker. Stir for 20s.

Problems with using LLMs for task plan generation

Our solution: CLAIRify

Experiments & Results

Real-world Robotics Experiments
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[1] Poor performance for data-scarce domain-specific
languages (DSLs) --> for XDL, a language used in
robotics for chemistry lab automation, vanilla zero-shot
prompting of LLMs produces erroneous task plans.

- CLAIRify is a framework that translates

natural language into a domain-specific

structured task plan using an automated
iterative verification technique to ensure

the plan is syntactically valid in the

target DSL. It also takes into account
environment constraints if provided.

- It consists of two parts:

[1] Generator which takes in DSL rules

& natural language instruction, and outputs

unverified structured language

[2] Verifier which checks whether DSL rules

are followed; returns feedback to Generator,

which re-generates task plan

- To map the plan to robot actions, we use a Task and Motion Planner

[2] Lack of task plan verification --> generated task
plans might be syntactically incorrect and/or
incorporate resources not present in the environment.
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Prompt
Create a robot plan:

Repeat this 2 times:
Add 15 g acetic acid to beaker.

Stir for 20 seconds.

LLM

Output
def addAceticAcid(weight):

grab('aceticacid')

pour(weight)

...

for _ in range(2):

addAceticAcid(15)

stir(20)

Hmm....
I can't execute that!

<Add vessel="V1" reagent="acetic
acid" quantity="40 g"/>Wrong output

2

Natural
language
input

Add 40 g acetic
acid to beaker

<Add vessel="V1" reagent="acetic
acid" amount="40 g"/>Correct output

4

Pass
<Add vessel="V1" reagent="acetic

acid" amount="40 g"/>

5

Available hardware: beaker V1
Available reagents: acetic acid

Quantity is not a permissible
attribute for the Add tag.

Feedback
3

LLM Structured
language

Unverified
structured
language

Environment
constraints

Structured
language verifier

Structured
language
definition

OR
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LLM

Add 40g of red cabbage solution
into a beaker. Add 10 g of baking
soda into the beaker, then stir the
solution for 10 seconds.

Natural Language

<Add vessel="beaker"
reagent="baking

soda" amount="10 g"/>

<Add vessel="beaker"
reagent="red cabbage
solution" amount=

"40 g"/>

<Stir vessel="beaker"
time="10 s"/>

<XDL>
...
<Procedure>

<Add vessel="beaker" reagent="red cabbage solution"
amount="40 g"/>

<Add vessel="beaker" reagent="baking soda" amount="10 g"/>
<Stir vessel="beaker" time="10 s"/>

</Procedure>
</XDL>

Structured Language

(a)

(b)

CLAIRify
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Prompt
Convert to XDL:

Repeat this 2 times:
Add 15 g acetic acid to beaker.

Stir for 20 seconds.

Description of structured
language (XDL)

+ CLAIRify

<XDL>
<Hardware>

<Vessel id="beaker">
</Hardware>
...
<Procedure>

...
<Repeat steps="2">

<Add vessel="beaker1"
reagent="acetic acid"
amount="15 g"/>

<Stir vessel="beaker1"
time="20 s"/>

</Repeat>
</Procedure>
</XDL>

Error: "beaker1"
not in available
Hardware

Error: Steps attri-
bute not defined

Error: Hardware
can only contain
Component tags
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